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About the Chart
1. WHEN DOES THE DAY OF THE LORD BEGIN?
ASSUMPTION: Isn’t the day of the LORD relevant only in the confines of the New
Testament with its future contexts considered?
EXPLANATION:
The day of the LORD is a reference to God’s judgment in general. Specifically, it
commenced with Israel’s rejection of God’s leadership under Samuel the prophet. We
are actually in it! It will continue to the new heaven, the new earth, and the New
Jerusalem. The day of the LORD sees its long history end at the completion of the
millennial reign of Jesus Christ and after the Great White Throne Judgment.
2. WHY IS THE LABEL, WE ARE HERE, PLACED WHERE IT IS?
ASSUMPTION: Are not the tribulation and the great tribulation separate time periods
AND are not these both within the final seven years of Daniel’s 70TH Week?
EXPLANATION:
There are ONLY 3.5 years left—the last half of Daniel’s 70TH week. We are currently in
the tribulation, NOT anticipating it. This time is also known as “the beginning of sorrows.”
The beginning of sorrows corresponds exactly to the five seals we read about in
Revelation 6. This period began when Jesus’ ascended to heaven. The beginning of
sorrows ends when the sixth seal is opened. Below are five of the six seals that have
been opened:
• a counterfeit ‘Christian’ religious system (hence white horse—appears righteous,
‘Christian’)
• war (red horse)
• famine and pestilence, earthquakes (black horse)
• sword-hunger-death-beasts (pale horse)
• Christian martyrdom
3. WHY ARE THERE ONLY 3.5 YEARS AND NOT 7 YEARS AS THE OTHER
TRIBULATION VIEWS REVEAL?
ASSUMPTION: All of the tribulation views agree on this 7-year period, therefore they all
must be correct, right?
EXPLANATION:
Since, when in science OR matters of the Bible do we accept truth based on consensus
of what a majority of people believe the ‘truth’ to be. I’m not going to explain this to you.
I’m going to have you discover this for yourself. Get yourself a King James Bible and
read Daniel 9:24-27, paying particular attention to the last verse. You will notice that the
subject of all four verses is Jesus Christ— “the most Holy,” “Messiah the Prince,”
“Messiah,” “himself,” and “he,” (2X) in the last verse. If you can’t figure this out, I can’t
help you. It should be obvious. It’s called subject-pronoun agreement. Do not read ANY
commentaries on this. They will not give you what the Holy Spirit can only give you—

God’s wisdom. Suffice it to say, the enemies of Jesus want you to believe that the subject
of verse 27 is Satan, AND that the seven years is future, AND that Satan makes a phony
peace agreement with Israel during this non-existent seven-year period. The most
popular tribulation views incorporate these three felonious assertions into their charts.
Don’t take my word for it. LOOK!
4. WHY DO YOU PLACE THE RAPTURE WHERE IT IS?
ASSUMPTION: The typical assumption when examining the Olivet Discourse is that
what Jesus is speaking about is his Second Coming. The contexts do no bear this out.
Also, at the end of the judgments on earth, prior to his Second Coming, Jesus does not
return to receive his own. Jesus’ own are coming from heaven on white horses following
their Warrior, Judge, and King of kings. Christ will annihilate those meeting in the Valley
of Decision, on their way to Jerusalem, with a flesh-eating consumption as well as the
word proceeding from his mouth.
EXPLANATION:
What Jesus shares with his disciples is NOT his Second Coming but rather his rapture of
believers. Jesus said to “watch.” What do you see? Like Jeremiah the prophet, I see
my beloved country given over to vice, greed, and extreme spiritual blindness and
deafness. If you don’t think we are at the doors, you are in the abyss of a serious
discernment crisis. The rapture is next on the prophetic calendar. All of scripture points
to it.
5. WHO IS THE 3.5 YEARS FOR? AND WHAT IS ITS PURPOSE?
ASSUMPTION: Isn’t God finished with the Jewish people?
EXPLANATION: If you examine the whole 470-year period in Daniel 9:24-27, Daniel a
Jewish prophet, was told by the archangel Gabriel, that this whole period of time was
exclusively directed to the nation of Israel. This is as obvious as the nose on my face.
People who say God is finished with national Israel don’t know their Bible AND have any
clue what they’re talking about. The 3.5 years is to get Israel to repent of their national
sin of rejecting their Messiah as the true God they should serve. Hopefully, many will
heed the message coming from 144,000 of their brethren AND the two witnesses in
Jerusalem.
6. WHEN WILL THE THIRD JEWISH TEMPLE BE CONSTRUCTED AND
COMPLETED?
ASSUMPTION: Won’t the Jewish temple be constructed and completed within the 7year period?
EXPLANATION:
Remember, there is no 7-year period! The Jewish temple construction and completion
will occur sometime between the sixth seal and before the sound of the first trumpet,
inaugurating the 3.5 years. We know it will be within the 3.5-year time frame because
Daniel 12:11 says this, “And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away, and the
abomination that maketh desolate set up, there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days.”

Remember, it will take the beast thirty days to set up his image in the temple once the
temple’s construction is complete. Before the first of the seven trumpets sound, a great
earthquake will destroy the Al-Aqsa Mosque (Islam’s Dome of the Rock). This will be the
opportunity for the rightful heirs of this piece of real estate, the Jewish people, to construct
the third Jewish temple.
7. ARE THE 144,000 JEWISH EVANGELISTS, JEWISH EVANGELISTS?
ASSUMPTION: The Jehovah’s Witnesses disregard what the scriptures clearly say,
namely that the 144,000 evangelists are indeed JEWISH!
EXPLANATION:
In spite of what Jehovah’s Witnesses tell you, they will not be in this select group. The
Bible is clear on this . . . Except the J.W.’s. This is precisely why I don’t have anything to
do with denominationalism or sectarianism. I’m tired of these personalities in love with
themselves, and inventing these ridiculous doctrines of men.

8. I DON’T FIND THE MENTION OF A SEVEN YEAR PERIOD ANYWHERE IN THE
BOOK OF REVELATION?
ASSUMPTION: Doesn’t Daniel 9:27 say there are seven years left?
EXPLANATION:
Absolutely NOT. Does Revelation hint of a seven-year period? NO!!! I’ve explained
earlier where the fabricated seven-year period arose—from a Jesuit named Francisco
Ribera (1537-1591). He was attempting to deflect suspicion away from Rome as the
woman on the scarlet-colored beast and her identity as revealed in Revelation 17:9. He
decided to pull a fast one on people who don’t read or study their K.J.V. Bible. He falsely
claims the subject in Daniel 9:27 was Satan, when anyone could see it was Christ. He
also put the whole seven period into the future—futurism.
9. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE RAPTURE?
ASSUMPTION: Within the 7 years, pre-tribulation, mid-tribulation, post-tribulation,
neopost-tribuation, and pre-wrath raptures have this event at different locations. Given
this evidence, should I trust their views?
EXPLANATION:
Well, considering they reject the clear teaching of scripture (Daniel 9:27) and make the
Bible say something God never intended, I’d say avoid ‘em. The purpose of the rapture,
or the bodily snatching away of believers physically, is twofold. The primary purpose of
the rapture is deliverance of Jesus’ elect from God’s DIRECT, PERFECT, and ACTIVE
judgments on earth. The secondary purpose for the rapture is to remove the Holy
Spirit’s restraint on evil, “only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way.”
This is disclosed in II Thessalonians 2:6-8. It is in this lack of any physical restraint on
evil, that the beast will be permitted to come to power.

Understanding the function of the rapture, gives the individual a reason for understanding
the purposes of Providence in light of the larger, sovereign plan for the end of the ages.
In a careful study of Jesus’ comments in Acts 1:9, 11,1 before his ascension, he tells his
disciples that he will come the same way he ascended, in the clouds. Tribulation experts
and the Protestant Church assumption is that Jesus is speaking of his Second Coming.
He is NOT! Think about it. It says in Revelation, Jesus comes at the end of a precise
period of time, namely 3.5 years, 1,260 days, or 42 months. We know when he will return.
That is not the case for the first resurrection-rapture event. That happens when the sixth
seal is opened. When he comes at the end of the 3.5 years, his Second Coming, Jesus
will come with his saintly host all on white horses, following their Judge and Warrior with
fire in his eyes, bloody mantle over his thigh with the words KING OF KINGS, AND LORD
OF LORDS. Christ will also be donning crowns upon his head, and the Warrior’s sword
of God proceeding from his mouth. It says in Revelation 19:11 that heaven is opened.
No evidence or suggestion of clouds.

10. IN THE OLIVET DISCOURSE FROM MATTHEW 24, MARK 13, AND LUKE 21, ARE WE
READING ABOUT JESUS’ SECOND COMING OR THE FIRST RESURRECTIONRAPTURE?
ASSUMPTION: In the passages from above Jesus is speaking of his Second Coming,
right?
EXPLANATION:
There are three questions Jesus’ disciples ask him in the Olivet Discourse:
i.
When will the temple be destroyed?
This question begs the disciples to have Jesus tell them sequence in time
ii.
What will be the sign of Jesus’ coming?
Many falsely assume Jesus’ disciples are asking the Master about his Second
Coming. Can this be demonstrated by what Jesus’ actually says? Scripture says
NO.
iii.
When will the end of the world occur?
The end of the world, as recorded in scripture, does not occur until the end of
Jesus’ millennial reign. Jesus tells his disciples that the end of the world will occur
for his disciples who are living in this future time, when they are raptured.
Now for more specifics.
The answer to number i is:
The second Jewish temple was destroyed by Roman General, Titus, in 70 A.D., thirtyseven years after Jesus’ crucifixion. This is history.
The answer to number ii is:
The actual sign of Jesus coming for his own is his appearance in the clouds. The same
way he left, at his ascension.
1

Acts 1:9, 11—And when he had spoken these things, while they beheld, he was taken up; and a cloud received him
out of their sight. 11 Which also said, Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye gazing up into heaven? this same Jesus, which
is taken up from you into heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye have seen him go into heaven.

Remember, the sequence of time for the sign of Jesus coming for his own (the first
resurrection-rapture event) is right after the opening of the sixth seal. In Matthew 24:2931 the first to occur are the cosmic disturbances, then Jesus’ appears in the clouds (“the
sign of the Son of man”), and finally the rapture occurs.
Contextual scriptures hinting this is Jesus coming for his own in the rapture:
I.
In Matthew 24:22 it says the days will be shortened. How? By the rapture. I realize
this passage is also talking about the Romans coming in and destroying the Jewish
temple and dispersing the Jews, but it appears in the broader context of the great
tribulation/tribulation (“those days,” verses 19, 22). Great signs and wonders to
deceive the very elect are occurring now:
• Fatima—A small village seventy miles north of Lisbon, Portugal in 1916, three
young children (Lucia dos Santos, Francisco, Jacinta Marto) witnessed an
angel, The Angel of Peace, while shepherding their sheep. The angel told the
children to pray, sacrifice, and offered them an opportunity to partake in a
visionary Eucharistic celebration. This was the first of a series of religious
experiences the children were exposed
• (The comic, The Force, best viewed in Adobe Digital Editions, not pdf.) A
miraculous healing in Lourdes, France where a man missing a leg from the
knee down saw the remainder of his lower leg, foot and toes return. Dr. Alberto
Rivera witnessed this astounding healing and recognized its credit not being
attributed to Jesus Christ, but Mary and the Roman Catholic Church
• The signs throughout the last two centuries of the many alien beings in aircraft
believed to be from other star systems, which are actually demons in manmade, anti-gravitational aircraft constructed here on earth. Their whole
demonic cover has been exposed. (You want to be @ 1:17:05 seconds)
II. The reference to the days of Noah reminds one again that just as the judgment
was without warning to the wicked during Noah’s day, likewise it will be to the
wicked prior to the seven trumpet and vial judgments, like a thief.

